The mathematical structure of the sheaf of Dedekind real numbers RD(X) for a quantum system is discussed. The algebra of physical qualities is represented by an O * algebra M that acts on a Hilbert space that carries an irreducible representation of the symmetry group of the system. X = ES (M), the state space for M, has the weak topology generated by the functions aQ(·), defined forÂ ∈ Msa and ∀ρ ∈ ES(M), by aQ(ρ) = T rÂρ. For any open subset W of ES(M), the function aQ|W is the numerical value of the qualityÂ defined to the extent W . The example of the quantum real numbers for a single Galilean relativistic particle is given.
The quantum real number interpretation of quantum mechanics is based on the assumption that the numerical values taken by the attributes of a quantum system are not standard set theoretical real numbers but are topos theoretical real numbers called quantum real numbers (qr-numbers). Standard real numbers are still obtained in measurements but the "direct connection between observation properties and properties possessed by the independently existing object" [9] is cut, an indirect connection is made through the experimental measurement processes. Experimental measurement processes, as exemplified by ǫ sharp collimation [38] , produce an approximate standard real number from an exact qr-number. The interpretation acknowledges that any experimental measurement only yields a standard real number with limited accuracy [26] however in it each approximate standard real number corresponds to an exact qr-number.
The mathematical elements of the qr-numbers interpretation exist in standard quantum theory, it starts from von Neumann's assumption [41] that every quantum system is associated with a Hilbert space H. Then, as in the standard interpretation, the physical attributes (qualities) of the quantum system are represented by self-adjoint operators that act on vectors in H. The operators form a * -algebra M of unbounded operators and the state space E S (M) of the system is the space of normalized linear functionals on M. E S (M) ⊂ E(H), the space of trace class operators on H. In our work H is the carrier space of a unitary representation of a Lie group, the symmetry group of the system.
The quantum states in the standard theory are replaced by quantum conditions, the quantum conditions being open subsets of the state space E S (M) which has the weak topology generated by the functions a Q (·) defined bŷ A ∈ M, a Q (ρ) = T rρÂ, ∀ρ ∈ E S (M). If the quantum condition of the system is given by an open subset U of the state space E S (M) then the attribute represented byÂ has the value a Q (U ), U giving the extent to which the qualitŷ A takes its qr-number value.
Topos theory is used in place of set theory because of its logic and real numbers. The logic of topos theory is intuitionistic. It retains the law of non-contradiction and excludes the law of the excluded middle. For a spatial topos Shv(X), the extent to which a proposition is true is given by an open subset of the topological space X. The sheaf Ω, defined for any open subset W ⊆ X by Ω(W ) = {U |U ⊂ W, U ∈ O(X)}, is a subobject classifier for Shv(X).
The topos Shv(X) has an object called the sheaf of Dedekind reals R D (X). The local sections of R D (X) over open subsets W of X are its real numbers defined to extent W . R D (X) is equivalent to the sheaf C(X) of continuous real-valued functions on X [30] . These topoidal real numbers are as mathematically acceptable as the standard real numbers of set theory which are equivalent to R D (X) when X is the one point space. Which real numbers should used in a physical theory depends upon their fitness for the task of representing the numerical values of the physical qualities of the theory.
In the qr-number interpretations [36] , [37] , [39] , [38] , the topological space X = E S (dU (E(G))). The O * -algebra comes from a unitary representationÛ of a Lie group G. The underlying * -algebra is the enveloping algebra E(G) of the Lie algebra G of G. In the theory of qr-numbers, the O * -algebra M is the infinitesimal representation dU of the enveloping algebra E(G) obtained from a unitary representation U of G on a separable Hilbert space H. The properties of dU (E(G)) are used to determine the topological properties of the space X = E S (dU (E(G))).
The discussion of O * -algebras and their state spaces relies heavily on the books of Smudgeon and Inoue, [43] , although it contains some new results specific to the needs of qr-numbers. The discussion of topos theory in the book of MacLane and Moerdijk [30] is required to fill out the general notion of Dedekind real numbers in a topos. The different constructions of real numbers in a topos Shv(X) of sheaves on a topological space X are reviewed in Stout [34] . The brief introduction to these topics is supplemented in the Appendix which contains some useful definitions and results both from the theory of operators and operator algebras on Hilbert spaces: functional analysis on locally convex spaces, Lie groups, Lie algebras and enveloping Lie algebras,unitary representations and * -representations of enveloping algebras, and topos theory: real numbers in a topos, sheaves, sections .
The expectation values of the standard quantum mechanical formalism are not qr-numbers but are order theoretical infinitesimal qr-numbers, because there is no open set on which x > 0 ∨ x < 0 holds. Each infinitesimal qr-number is an intuitionistic nilsquare infinitesimal [3] in the sense that it is not the case that it is not a nilsquare infinitesimal. This means that the standard quantum formulae provide infinitesimal approximations to qr-number formulae.
B. Topos theory
In this paper only the example of a spatial topos, Shv(X), the category of sheaves on the topological space X will be discussed.
A spatial topos is a category of sheaves on a topological space. The objects of this category are sheaves over the topological space and the arrows are sheaf morphisms, that is, an arrow is a continuous function that maps a sheaf Y to a sheaf Y ′ in such a way that it sends fibres in Y to fibres in Y ′ , equivalently, it sends sections of Y over U to sections of Y ′ over U , where U is an open subset of the base space. In Shv(X) the subobject classifier is Ω = O(X), the open subsets of X, therefore the internal logic of Shv(X) is intuitionistic and only is Boolean when X is the one point set or when the topology on X is {∅, X}.
Mathematical arguments work in topos theory in much the same way as in set theory except that only constructive arguments are acceptable; neither the law of excluded middle nor the axiom of choice can be used. This is particularly straightforward in Shv(X), in which sheaves play the role of sets, sub-sheaves substitute for subsets and local sections for the elements of a set. Then we can make proofs that look like proofs about sets. In the Kripke-Joyal semantics [30] applied to Shv(X), if a property is true for a sheaf A then it is true for all subsheaves A| U for U ∈ O(X), if it true for each subsheaf A| Uα , where {U α } α∈J form an open cover of W ∈ O(X) then it is true for A| W , and there exists a local section f |W for which the property is true means that there is an open cover {W α } α∈J of W such that for each α there is a local section f |W α for which the property holds.
Real Numbers in Spatial Toposes
Dedekind numbers are defined to be the completion of the rational numbers obtained by using cuts, and Cauchy numbers are defined as the completion of the rationals obtained by using Cauchy sequences. These different constructions can only be shown to be equivalent by using either the Axiom of Choice or the law of the excluded middle. [30] Therefore, when intuitionistic logic is assumed, these two types of real numbers are not equivalent.
It has been shown. [30] that in a spatial topos the sheaf of rational numbers is the sheaf whose sections over an open set U are given by locally constant functions from U with values in Q while the sheaf of Cauchy reals R C (X) is the sheaf whose sections over an open set U are given by locally constant functions from U with values in R. Here a function is locally constant if it is constant on each connected open subset of its domain.
On the other hand the sheaf of Dedekind reals R D (X) is the sheaf whose sections over U are given by continuous functions from U to R. The Cauchy reals R C (X) form a proper sub-sheaf of the Dedekind reals unless the underlying topological space X is the one point space.
The sheaf of Dedekind reals R D (X) satisfies, for proofs see [30] , [34] or [48] , 1. It contains the integers Z(X) and rational numbers Q(X) (as sheaves of locally constant functions X → Z or Q).
2. It has orders < and ≤ compatible with those on the rationals Q(X), but the order < is partial not total because trichotomy, x > 0 ∨ x = 0 ∨ x < 0, is not satisfied.
3. Algebraically it is a field; closed under the binary operations + and ×, has 0 = 1 and if a number b is not invertible then b = 0 (called a residue field by Johnstone [48] ).
4.Topologically it has a distance function | · | defining a metric on it. It is a complete metric space in which the rationals, Q(X), are dense. A number b is apart from 0 iff |b| > 0. R D (X) is an apartness field, i.e., ∀b ∈ R D (X), |b| > 0 iff b is invertible.
Let M be an O-algebra on D ⊂ H, then the natural graph topology of M on D, denoted t M , is the locally convex topology defined by the family of seminorms { · Â ;Â ∈ M} where φ Â = Â φ , φ ∈ D. It is the weakest locally convex topology on D relative to which each operatorÂ ∈ M is a continuous mapping of D into itself. Every O * -algebra M is a directed family, Schmüdgen, Definition 2.2.4, [43] , so that a mappingÂ of D into D is continuous iff for each semi-norm · X on D there is a semi-norm · Ŷ on D and a positive real number κ such that
for all φ ∈ D. Therefore anyÂ ∈ M defines a continuous map from D to D by takingŶ =XÂ and κ = 1 for all X ∈ M. This shows that anyÂ ∈ M is bounded as a linear map from D to D.
We will use the pre-compact topology on D which is determined by a directed family of semi-norms p K,N (Â) := sup φ∈K sup ψ∈N | Â φ, ψ | where K, N range over pre-compact subsets of D in the topology, t M , see Schmudgen [43] , Section 5.3. If D is a complete locally convex Hausdorff space with respect to the topology t M , then any subset whose closure is compact is pre-compact. D is a Frechet space if it is metrizable, e.g., when the topology t M is generated by a countable number of semi-norms.
The
In this paper each O * -algebra comes from a unitary representationÛ of a Lie group G on a Hilbert space H. Its * -algebra is the enveloping algebra E(G) of the Lie algebra
, it is a dense linear subspace of H which is invariant underÛ(g), g ∈ G. The representation of the Lie algebra G of G is obtained from the unitary representation U of G by defining ∀x ∈ G the operator dU (x) with domain D ∞ (U ) as
dU (x) belongs to a * -representation of G on D ∞ (U ) which has a unique extension to a * -representation of E(G) on D ∞ (U ) called the infinitesimal representation of the unitary representation U of G. Each operator ıdU (x) is essentially self-adjoint on D ∞ (U ). The graph topology τ dU is generated by the family of semi-norms · dU(y) , for y ∈ E(G). Then D ∞ (U ) is a Frechet space when equipped with the graph topology τ dU . The graph topology τ dU on D ∞ (U ) can be generated by other families of semi-norms. a) ) and the graph topology τ dU on D ∞ (U ) is generated by the family of semi-norms · dU(a) n , n ∈ N 0 .
Lemma 2. [43] Schmüdgen, Corollary 10.2.4. Let a be an elliptic element of
The two families of semi-norms { · dU(a) n , n ∈ N 0 } and { · dU(y) , y ∈ E(G)} are equivalent because they both generate the graph topology on D ∞ (U ) and the first is clearly a directed family so for each y ∈ E(G) there exists a constant K and an integer n ∈ N so that for all φ ∈ D ∞ (U ),
D. The state spaces ES(M)
Let the * -algebra A of physical qualities be represented by the O * -algebra M defined on the dense subset D ⊂ H. We assume that M has a unit element, the identity operatorÎ.
A linear functional f on the O * -algebra M is a linear map from M to the standard complex numbers C, it is strongly positive iff f (X) ≥ 0 for allX ≥ 0 in M. The states of the O * -algebra M are given by trace class operators.
Theorem 1. [43] Every strongly positive linear functional on M is given by a trace functional.
The state space E S (M) is contained in the convex hull of projections P onto one-dimensional subspaces spanned by unit vectors φ ∈ D. Ifρ ∈ E S (M) then there is an orthonormal set of vectors {φ n } n∈N ′ in D such thatρ = n∈N ′ λ n |φ n φ n | = n∈N ′ λ n P n where P n = |φ n φ n | is the orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by φ n , λ n ∈ R, 0 ≤ λ n ≤ 1, n∈N ′ λ n = 1 and N ′ = {n ∈ N; λ n = 0}. All states in E S (M) must satisfy the further condition that as n approaches infinity the sequence {λ n } converges to zero faster than any power of 1/n [36] .
The following well-known example will be our guide. For the C * -algebra B(H), the state space E = E S (B(H)) is composed of operators in T 1 (H) that are self-adjoint and normalised. The collection T 1 (H) of all trace class operators on H is a linear space over C, it is a Banach space when equipped with the trace norm ν(T ) = T r|T |, where
The open subsets of E in the trace norm topology are denoted ν(ρ 1 ; δ) = {ρ : T r|ρ −ρ 1 | < δ}. E is compact in the weak * topology, the weakest topology on E that makes continuous all the functionalsρ → T r(ρB),B ∈ B(H). Its sub-basic open sets are N (ρ 0 ;B; ǫ) = {ρ : |T rρB − T rρ 0B | < ǫ} withB ∈ B(H) and ǫ > 0.
In order to carry out a similar analysis for the states on an O * -algebra M, we define a subset
E S (M) has the weak topology generated by the functions a Q (·) where, givenÂ ∈ M, a Q (ρ) = T rÂρ, ∀ρ ∈ E S (M). This topology is the weakest that makes all the functions a Q (·) continuous. With parametersÂ ∈ M, ǫ > 0 and ρ 0 ∈ E S (M), the sets N (ρ 0 ;Â; ǫ) = {ρ ; |T rρÂ − T rρ 0Â | < ǫ} form an open sub-base for the weak topology on E S (M). The weak topology on E S (M) is stronger than the weak * topology on E restricted to E S (M) because for anŷ B ∈ B(H) the weak * sub-basic open set N (ρ 0 ;B; ǫ) is also open in the weak topology [46] , [52] . It is also well known that for all ρ 1 ∈ E S (M) and every δ > 0, ifÂ ∈ B(H) then, as subsets of E S (M), ν(ρ 1 ; δ) ⊂ N (ρ 1 ;Â; Kδ) where K = A . The following generalizes this result to open subsets of labeled by essentially selfadjoint operatorsÂ ∈ M. It uses the precompact topology on M determined by the family of semi-norms P M,N (Â) = sup ξ∈M,η∈N | Â ξ, η | where {M, N } range over subsets of D precompact in the graph topology t M , Schmüdgeon, [43] , Sections 5.3. A subset of D is precompact in the graph topology t M if its closure is compact in t M .
Lemma 6. If D is a Frechet space with respect to the topology t M , then for every essentially self-adjoint operator
A ∈ M and for every self-adjointT ∈ T 1 (M),
PT (Â) = sup ζn | Â ζ n , ζ n | ≤ sup ζn Â ζ n , where the set {ζ n ∈ D} is an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of |T | for eigenvalues λ n > 0. If an eigenvalue λ n has multiplicity s, take an orthonormal basis {ζ m } s m=1 in its eigenspace as part of the set.
GÂ(T ) = T rÂT defines a linear functional GÂ on T 1 (M). Note that pT (Â) depends onT , if it was independent then the inequality would show that GÂ was continuous with respect to the trace norm topology on T 1 (M).
Proof. Since D with the topology t M is metrizable, a result of Grothendieck, [44] , shows that the operatorT ∈ T 1 (M) has a canonical representationT = n λ n , ζ n η n , where n |λ n | < ∞ and the sequences (ζ n ) and (η n ) converge to zero in D. n λ n , ζ n η n converges absolutely with respect to M, that is, n λ n Â η n Ĉ ζ n < ∞ for allÂ,Ĉ ∈ M.
IfT is self-adjoint it has a canonical representation n λ n , ζ n ζ n , the {ζ n } being an orthonormal set of vectors in D where ζ n is an eigenvector of |T | for the eigenvalue λ n > 0. By the spectral theorem, the series Σ n λ n , ζ n ζ n is strongly convergent in H and Σ n |λ n | Â ζ n 2 < ∞ for anyÂ ∈ M [43] , Schmüdgen,Lemma 5.1.10. Therefore the set {ζ n } has at most the single limit point 0 ∈ D in the graph topology.
For a fixedT ∈ T 1 (M) and anyÂ ∈ M ,
The set V (T ) = {ζ n } of eigenvectors of |T | form a pre-compact set in
is the trace norm ofT . We cannot immediately infer that GÂ is continuous with respect the trace norm restricted to T 1 (M) because PT (Â) depends onT . If the supremum was taken over all of D the argument could be extended to a proof of the desired continuity of GÂ.
There are two classes of operatorsÂ for which we can prove continuity of GÂ with respect the trace norm restricted to T 1 (M). In the first, the self-adjoint operatorÂ is bounded on H then PT (Â) ≤ sup ζn Â ζ n ≤ Â . The second contains essentially self-adjoint operatorsÂ ∈ M which are 'relatively bounded' with respect to a positive e.s-a. operatorN ∈ M withN +Î an invertible operator that maps D into itself. Relative bounded means thatÂ(N +Î)
If the O * -algebra M is the infinitesimal representation dU of the enveloping algebra E(G) obtained from a unitary representation U of a Lie group G, then the required positive e.s-a. operatorN is dU (−∆) where ∆ = To prove this let U be a unitary representation of a Lie group G on a Hilbert space H with dU the infinitesimal representation of its Lie algebra G on the set D ∞ (U ) of C ∞ -vectors. dU is also a * -representation of the enveloping algebra E(G) on D ∞ (U ) which is dense in H.
) that is continuous with respect to the trace norm topology on T 1 (dU (E(G)).
Proof. Write M for dU (E(G)). From the preceding lemma we have that for a fixedT ∈ T 1 (M) and anyÂ ∈ M ,
Now Lemma 3 shows that the graph topology on D ∞ (U ) is generated by the families of semi-norms { · dU(x) = dU (x) · ; x ∈ E(G)} and { · dU(1−∆) n , n ∈ N 0 } with the consequence that for each y ∈ E(G) there exists an integer m ∈ N and a constant K with
Therefore on puttingÂ = dU (y) and normalizing ψ, the inequality in equation (7) becomes
Letρ 1 ,ρ ∈ E S (E(G)) and putT = (ρ −ρ 1 ) and K = K(Â), which is independent ofT , then
Corollary 7. Each function a Q (·) for an essentially self-adjoint operatorÂ ∈ dU (E(G)) is continuous from E S (dU (E(G))) to R in the trace norm topology restricted to E S (dU (E(G))).
form an open basis for the weak topology on E S (dU (E(G))).
Proof. Letρ ∈ N (ρ 0 ;Â; ǫ) and suppose that |T rρÂ − T rρ 0Â | = µ < ǫ. Now take (ǫ − µ)/2 = ǫ ′ < ǫ and choose
But any open set in the weak topology generated by the functions a Q is of the form G = k=1,..n N (ρ 0 ;Â k ; ǫ k ), therefore the ν(ρ 1 ; δ) form an open base for this topology.
The boundaries of the open sets in the weak topology on E S (dU (E(G))) are composed of statesρ satisfying equations of the form T rρÂ = α, where α is a standard real number andÂ is a non-zero e.s-a.operator in the algebra dU (E(G)). The next results determine the interior of sets of states that satisfy such equations.
Lemma 9.
Givenρ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) with T rρÂ = 0 then for all ǫ > 0 there existsσ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) such that σ ∈ ν(ρ; ǫ) and T rσÂ = 0.
Proof. Writeρ = i∈I λ iPi where ∀i ∈ I, λ i > 0 and i∈I λ i = 1 and where {P i } i∈I is an ortho-normal family of one dimensional projection operators. Given ǫ > 0, consider three cases; (i) if T rP kÂ = 0 for a particular integer k ∈ I and T rP jÂ = 0 for a different integer j ∈ I then choose a standard real number 0 < α < ǫ/2 such that λ k > α and set
thenσ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) and T r|σ −ρ| = 2α < ǫ with T rσÂ = αT rP jÂ = 0.
(ii) if T rP iÂ = 0 for all i ∈ I then the family {P i } i∈I cannot span the Hilbert space H unlessÂ = 0 the zero operator. Let {P k } k∈K , K ⊂ I be the sub-family for which ∀k ∈ K, T rP kÂ = 0 and choose a one dimensional projection operatorQ such that ∀k ∈ K,P k ⊥Q and T rQÂ = 0. Choose an operatorP l from {P k } k∈K and a standard real number α < λ l with α < ǫ. Setσ
Thenσ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) and T r|σ −ρ| = α < ǫ with T rσÂ = α 2 T rQÂ = 0. (iii) if T rP iÂ = 0 for all i ∈ I then there must be projection operatorsP j ,P k in the family {P i } i∈I with T rP kÂ = T rP jÂ . Choose a standard real number α with 0 < α < min{ ǫ 2 , λ j } and set
Thenσ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) and T r|σ −ρ| = 2α < ǫ with T rσÂ = α(T rP jÂ − T rP kÂ ) = 0.
Proposition 10. LetÂ ∈ dU (E(G)) be a non-zero essentially self-adjoint operator, then int{ρ|T rρÂ = 0} = ∅ where the interior is taken with respect to the weak topology on E S (dU (E(G))).
Proof. Let int t be the interior operator with respect to the trace norm topology on E S (dU (E(G))). Lemma 9 implies that int t {ρ|T rρÂ = 0} = ∅ but every open set in the weak topology is a union of open sets in the trace norm topology, therefore int{ρ|T rρÂ = 0} ⊆ int t {ρ|T rρÂ = 0} because the interior of a set is the union of all its open subsets.
Corollary 11. For any standard real number α, int{ρ|T rρÂ = α} = ∅.
Obviously, each stateρ ∈ E S (dU (E(G))) has empty interior, int{ρ} = ∅ and this remains true for a disjoint countable union of individual states, int{ ρρ } = ∅.
F.
Quantum real numbers
The qr-numbers of a system whose are the Dedekind reals R D (X) when X = E S (M). By the construction of the topology on E S (M), for any essentially self-adjoint operator A ∈ M the function a Q (ρ) = T rρÂ is a globally defined continuous function and therefore determines a global section of C(E S (M)). The functions a Q (W ), with domains given by open subsets ∅ = W ⊂ E S (M), are interpreted as the numerical values of the physical quality that is represented by the operatorÂ ∈ M. Real numbers of this form are a proper sub-sheaf A(E S (M)) of C(E S (M)) called the sheaf of locally linear functions. [36] Every qr-number is a continuous function of locally linear functions in A(E S (M)) [36] .
For each open set, ∅ = W ⊂ E S (A), the qr-numbers C(E S (W )), defined to extent W , have the same properties as the globally defined qr-numbers C(E S (M)). Therefore we restrict our discussion to the latter.
The ontological and epistemological conditions

Definition 12. The ontological conditions of the system whose qualities are represented by operators in dU (E(G))) are given by the open sets W in the weak topology on E S (dU (E(G))). For any essentially self-adjoint (e.s-a.) operator A ∈ dU (E(G)) the qr-number value of the quality represented byÂ in the ontological condition W is a Q (W ).
We will distinguish between the ontological and epistemological condition of a quantum system. If a system is prepared in an open set W of state space, then the epistemological condition of the system is a sieve S(W ) generated by W . A sieve S(W ) on an open set W is a family of open subsets of W with the property if U ∈ S(W ) and V ⊂ U then V ∈ S(W ) [30] . We will usually take S(W ) to be the family of all non-empty open subsets of W because for any open set V ⊂ W , the values of qualities defined to extent V will satisfy the experimental restrictions imposed on qualities defined to extent W . The ontological value ofÂ could be a Q (V ) for any non-empty V ⊂ W .
There is an important difference between the average value of a physical quantity represented byÂ at a particular pure stateρ 0 and the qr-number a Q (W 0 ) defined byÂ on an ontological condition W 0 .
We will write Â ρ0 for the average value ofÂ in the stateρ 0 , Â ρ0 = T rρ 0 ·Â. If Â ρ0 = B ρ0 then it doesn't follow thatÂ =B as operators. However, for any non-empty subset W 0 the qr-numbers a Q (W 0 ) = b Q (W 0 ) if and only if the defining operators are equal,Â =B.
Proof. By Proposition 9 ifÂ is not the zero operator then the interior of W 0 must be empty, but the interior of W 0 is W 0 = ∅ by hypothesis, so thatÂ =Ô the zero operator. For any non-empty open set W 0 , the qr-number a Q (W 0 ) provides more information than the mean value Â ρ0 at anyρ 0 ∈ W 0 .
Corollary 16. Let W be any non-empty open set. If we know the one parameter family of qr-numbers a(t) Q (W ) for all standard real numbers t belonging to some interval J then we know the one-parameter family of operatorsÂ(t) with
t ∈ J such that a(t) Q (W ) is defined by the function a(t) Q (ρ) = T rρÂ(t) forρ ∈ W .
Properties of locally linear quantum real numbers
We list some properties of A(E S (M)) whose sections, the functions a Q , are locally linear quantum real numbers.
The global elements of the locally linear quantum real numbers are given by the functions a Q generated by e.s-a. operatorsÂ ∈ M. It suffices to define algebraic relations between elements of A globally, because E S (M) is locally connected and so we can treat functions which are defined on disjoint connected components as if they were globally defined.
The first result follows from the fact that the locally constant functions with values in the rationals form a sub-sheaf
Therefore for a quantum real number given by a section f over the open set U and an integer n there exists an open cover U j of U such that for each j there is a locally linear function a
The sheaf A(E S (M)) inherits the orders ≤ and < from Q(E S (M)). On the other hand A(E S (M)) can be ordered as a consequence of the orders on the e.s-a. operators in M:Â is strictly positive,
Algebraically, A(E S ) is a residue field, [48] , in the sense that for all
and for every locally linear qr-number
, if a Q is apart from 0 then it is invertible [34] . Because if a Q is apart from 0 then we can assume without loss of generality that a Q > 0 which means that there is a rational number q > 0 with q ∈ a Q − . Therefore a Q (W ) > q holds for every
Lemma 18. The orders ≥ and > on A(E S (M)) inherited from Q(E S (M)) are equivalent to those obtained from those on the essentially self-adjoint operators.
Proof.Â is a non-negative essentially self-adjoint operator iff T rρÂ ≥ 0 for allρ in E S (M), i.e.Â ≥ 0 globally. When, as a Dedekind real number, a = a Q ≥ 0 then a + ⊂ 0
The positivity order forÂ is equivalent toÂ being bounded away from zero, i.e. there exists a rational number q > 0 such that u,Âu > q for all u = 0. This gives the equivalence of the operator > with the > for Dedekind reals, because for the latter a > 0 means globally that ∃q ∈ Q(E S (M)) with q ∈ 0 + and q ∈ a − .
For example, let P(M) denote the set of all projection operators satisfyingP =P * =P 2 then P(M) is a poset (partially ordered set) whenP
for all open subsets W . If a Q and b Q are globally defined through the essentially self-adjoint operatorsÂ andB respectively, then the qr-number distance between them is given by the metric |a Q − b Q |. However the distance between the locally linear quantum numbers can also be determined by the locally linear quantum number |a − b| Q corresponding to the positive operator, the absolute value of the essentially self-adjoint operatorÂ −B, viz.,
Proposition 19. [36] The two metrics coincide, |a − b|
Proof. It is sufficient to letB = 0. We will only consider the global sections. It is well-known, see for example section VI.2.7 of Kato [25] , that (u,Âu) ≤ (u, |Â|u) for all u in the domain D(A) = D(|A|), whence Tr ρA ≤ Tr ρ|A| for all ρ in E S , i.e. |a Q | ≤ |a| Q .
As elements of A, |a Q | = max(a Q , −a Q ) and |a| Q = a Q . The lower cut of |a Q | is the union of the lower cuts of a Q and of −a Q , that is |a
The upper cut of |a Q | is the intersection of the upper cuts of a Q and −a Q , that is q ∈ Q belongs to |a Q | + if q is greater than or equal to both a Q and −a Q . Thus if
. This shows that a Q ≤ a Q and therefore a Q = a Q .
Either metric can be used to define Cauchy sequences in A(E S (M)). In order to ensure uniqueness of the limits of a Cauchy sequence we need the concept of apartness, ><.
It follows that
The locally linear quantum real numbers a Q and b Q are apart on the open set
On the other hand if a Q (W ) − b Q (W ) = 0 on the open set W then a − b Q (W ) = 0 which by Proposition 13 means that Â −B =Ô the zero operator, that isÂ =B.
) of locally linear qr-numbers generated by the essentially self-adjoint operator X are apart iff W 0 ∩ W 1 = ∅ and there exists a rational number q such that
Proof. By proposition 18, x Q (W 0 ) and
Furthermore the definition of apartness prohibits the sections from agreeing on subsets of E S that have an empty interior because there has to a rational number q such that
Qr-numbers generated by a single operator
The construction of the sheaf of Dedekind reals generated by a continuous function is discussed in the appendix §B.6. For the qr-number a Q defined by the e.s-a operatorÂ ∈ M, we can isolate the sub-sheaf A aQ generated byÂ from the sheaf of locally linear qr-numbers. Continuous functions of the sections a Q (W ), ∀W ∈ O(E S (M)), define the sub-sheaf R D aQ (E S (M)) of qr-numbers generated by a Q . It forms a continuum of real numbers because the following conditions are satisfied by R D aQ (E S (M)): (1) It contains both the integers Z(E S (M)) and the rational numbers Q(E S (M)), ( 2) It has partial orders < and ≤ compatible with those on the rationals
is not invertible then it is zero and (4) With the metric | · |, it is a complete metric space in which the rationals Q are dense. It is an apartness field, i.e., ∀b ∈ R D aQ (E S (M)), |b| > 0 iff b is invertible.
Proposition 23. If the closure of the numerical range ofÂ is
) is a continuum of real numbers.
Proof. 1. GivenÂ, for each non-empty open subset W ∈ O(E S (M)) there is a locally linear qr-number a Q (W ) and for each continuous function F : R → R a qr-number F (a Q (W )) defined to extent W . In particular R D aQ (E S (U )) contains the integers Z(E S (U )), the rational numbers Q(E S (U )), and all the standard real numbers, defined as locally constant functions from U → Z, or Q, or R. The qr-numbers R D aQ (E S (U )) can be extended by zero to be globally defined.
2. The orders on R D aQ (E S (M)) are just the restriction of those on R D (E S (M)). 3. Since the products and sums of qr-numbers are defined pointwise the proofs that R D aQ (E S (M)) is a residue field are the same as for R D (E S (M)) [34] . Algebraically, R D aQ (E S ) is a residue field, [48] , in the sense that for all
is not invertible, for a continuous function F : R → R then a similar argument reveals that F (a Q (W )) · b Q (W ) = 0 for every W ∈ O(E S ) and for every qr-number b Q so that
Since the closure ofÂ's numerical range, Θ(Â), contains all the rational numbers Q then for any ordered pair (r 1 , r 2 ) of rationals there are infinitely many qr-numbers a Q (W ) such that r 1 < a Q (W ) < r 2 . They are obtained by constructing open subsets W ⊂ E S (M) by setting W = {ρ : s 1 < T rρÂ < s 2 } for any pair of rationals (s 1 , s 2 ) such that r 1 < s 1 < s 2 < r 2 . When the interval topology T is restricted to R D aQ (E S (M)) the sheaf of rational numbers Q(E S (M) is dense in R D aQ (E S (M)) because to show that a Q (W ) can be arbitrarily well approximated with respect to the distance function d we need to find an open cover {W i } of W such that for each i there is a locally constant function q i :
arbitrarily small. This is just the basic construction of a Dedekind real.
The following lemma and its corollary prove completeness.
Lemma 24. A Cauchy sequence of locally linear qr-numbers {a
Q (V k )} ∈ A aQ (E S (M)),
for a fixed operatorÂ, converges to a locally linear qr-number a Q (W ) for some open subset W ∈ E S (M).
Proof. The sum a Q (W ) + a Q (V ) is defined pointwise, so that the sum is defined on W ∪ V and is equal to 2a
Then the distance between a Q (V ) and a Q (W ) is non-zero only on the the interior of V △W , the symmetric difference between W and V . Therefore a sequence of locally linear qr-numbers {a
Therefore the sequence {a Q (V k )} converges to the locally linear qr-number a Q (W ). If the interior of the intersection ∩ k>K V k is the open set W = ∅ then the limit of the sequence {a Q (V k )} is the locally linear qr-number a Q (W ).
Corollary 25. For any continuous function
F : R → R if the sequence F (a Q (V k )) is Cauchy then it converges to F (a Q (W )) whenever the sequence {a Q (V k )} converges to a Q (W ).
Proof. For any continuous function
F : R → R if the sequence F (a Q (V k )) is Cauchy then the sequence a Q (V k ) is also Cauchy because |a Q (V k )− a Q (V k ′ )| < 2δ for k, k ′ > K if |F (a Q (V k ))− F (a Q (V K+1 ))| < ǫ when |a Q (V k )− a Q (V K+1 )| < δ. By varying ǫ, the number δ = δ(ǫ, a Q (V K+1 )) can be controlled so that the sequence a Q (V k ) converges to a Q (W ) for some open set W . Therefore the sequence F (a Q (V k )) converges to F (a Q (W )).
Infinitesimal qr-numbers
We will write M in place of dU (E(G)). The infinitesimal qr-numbers are constructed as a sheaf on E S (M) by prolonging by zero a sheaf defined on a subset of E S (M) with empty interior. The most important example occurs when the subset is a singleton set containing a state ρ 0 ∈ E S (M).
The definition of infinitesimal qr-numbers is approached via the sheaf A(E S (M)) of locally linear functions on E S (M), it is based on the definition of infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers. Since every qr-number is a continuous function of locally linear functions [36] each infinitesimal qr-numbers is given by a function F of an infinitesimal locally linear function, if the Maclaurin series for F has no constant term. 
The expectation values T rρÂ are infinitesimal qr-numbers for any stateρ and any self adjoint operator A in the algebra M. All positive powers of an expectation value evaluated at the stateρ are infinitesimal qr-numbers. If we accept the standard interpretation of expectation values as expectation values of repeated experiments then the expectation values are given by infinitesimal qr-numbers. The expectation values only determine the infinitesimal structure of the qr-number world.
The time evolution of infinitesimal qr-numbers
In the standard Hilbert space model of quantum phenomena if a quality is represented by the operatorÂ at time t = 0 then at a later time t it will have evolved to the quality represented by the operatorÂ(t) = exp(
whereĤ is the Hamiltonian operator. This implies that the infinitesimal qr-number a 0 Q (ρ) = T rρÂ of the qualityÂ at the state ρ ∈ E S (E(G)) evolves to the infinitesimal qr-number a(t) 0 Q (ρ) = T rρÂ(t). WhenĤ belongs to the O * -algebra dU (E(G)) and ifȧ 0 Q (ρ) corresponds to the operator ı [Ĥ,Â] which also belongs to dU (E(G)) then we can express this law of motion as a differential equation for the infinitesimal qr-numbers,
This description of the evolution of infinitesimal qr-numbers comes from the Heisenberg picture. The infinitesimal qr-number a 
Then the solution of the equations of motion for the infinitesimal qr-number a(t) 0 Q (ρ) can be expressed as
This description of the evolution of infinitesimal qr-numbers comes from the Schrödinger picture. The Heisenberg picture describes motion that occurs along the fibre over ρ, the Schrödinger picture describes a flow in the underlying state space E S (M). The time evolution is vertical along a single fibre in the Heisenberg picture and horizontal across the fibres in the Schrödinger picture.
The qr-number a Q (W ) is the union of the infinitesimal qr-numbers a 0 Q (ρ) for ρ ∈ W so that if we assume we can interchange the processes of taking the limit with that of forming the union we may guess that the time evolution of the qr-number a Q (W ) satisfies
at W . This is not true, in general
. We will investigate the dynamical laws for the qr-number values of a particle's position and momentum in the next sections, where we propose that quantum particles obey the simplest generalisation of classical dynamics that can be derived on the assumption that qualities take qr-number values.
G. The covariance of qr-number values of qualities
Given a quantum system described by the standard Hilbert space quantum formalism in which there is a quantum state space E S we can construct qr-numbers for the physical quantities of the system. The construction depends upon the following assumptions.
(1) At all times the system's physical quantities have values given by qr-numbers. If a quantity is represented by a self-adjoint operatorÂ then when the system is in the complete quantum state W ∈ O(E S ), its qr-number value is a Q (W ), the continuous function from W to R whose graph is {(ρ, T rρÂ) :ρ ∈ W }. Therefore as the system is assumed to always have a complete quantum state each of its quantities always has a qr-number value.
A symmetry of a quantum system is represented as a transformation of the qualities of the system under which the laws obeyed by the system are invariant. In the standard Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics a symmetry is realized by an operator U(g) that acts on the vectors in the Hilbert space of the system; if the system is in a state represented by a vector φ then, under the symmetry labeled by g, φ → U(g)φ. Wigner's theorem states that the probabilities of the theory are left invariant if U(g) is a unitary, or anti-unitary, operator, i.e., U * (g) = U −1 (g). If the symmetries form a Lie group then a projective unitary representation is required because the state of the system corresponds to a ray in the Hilbert space,
. A quality of the quantum system is represented by a linear operator on the Hilbert space H that carries the representation U(g) of the symmetry group. The group of transformations acts as a group of automorphisms of the algebra of qualities.
In this paper each O * -algebra comes from a unitary representationÛ of a Lie group G on a Hilbert space H. Its * -algebra is the enveloping algebra E(G) of the Lie algebra G of G.
Given a unitary representation U of G on H, there is a * -representation of E(G) on D ∞ (U ) called the infinitesimal representation of the unitary representation U of G. Each operator ıdU (x) is essentially self-adjoint on D ∞ (U ) and represents a quality of the system. Subgroups of the symmetry group G are used to label the physical qualities. For example, if the system is a single particle with mass m > 0 and spin s then its position vector transforms covariantly under the Euclidean group. That is, to represent the quality of a position the triplet of operatorsX i , i = 1, 2, 3 must satisfy U(R, a)X i U −1 (R, a) = 3 j=1 R ijXj + a i for a ∈ R 3 and R ∈ SO(3). Here we are taking the transformations as "active" in that they correspond to transformation between equivalent classical reference frames.
The covariance of a quality induces the covariance of its qr-number values. In the example of the position vector, for W ∈ O(E S ), the qr-number values x Q (W ) of the position qualitiesX i , i = 1, 2, 3 transform under a Euclidean transformation (R, a) to
If a quality took the standard real numbers as values, the components x i would change in the same way to 3 j=1 R ij x j + a i . Therefore the covariance of qr-number values of a quality are described by the same relations as those of the standard real number values of a classical quality.
H. Galilean relativistic quantum mechanics
The Hilbert space mathematical formalism of Galilean relativistic quantum mechanics was given by von Neumann [41] . In it the physical quantities are represented by the self-adjoint operators defined on dense subsets of Hilbert space which in the case of bounded operators can be extended to the whole Hilbert space. These self-adjoint operators belong to an O * algebra M, a representation of the algebra of observables on the carrier Hilbert space of an irreducible representation of the Galilean group; if the symmetric product is used they form a real algebra M sa [43] . For example, for the Schrödinger representation of the canonical commutation relations, as for the irreducible representation {m, U, s} of the Galilean group, the Schwartz space S(R 3 ) of infinitely differentiable functions of rapid decrease is common dense domain for the representatives of the physical quantities.
This gives the prototypical example of O * -algebras. We take the particle to be associated with an irreducible projective unitary representation of the Galilean group G. G is parameterised in the following way g = (b, a, v, R): b ∈ R for time translations, a ∈ R 3 for space translations, v ∈ R 3 for pure Galilean transformations or velocity translations, R ∈ SO(3) for rotations about a point. Classically g ∈ G can be represented as a subgroup of GL(5, R), 
The 10 generators of its Lie algebra G are labeled as follows: H is the infinitesimal generator of the subgroup of time translations, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are the infinitesimal generators of the subgroup of spatial translations along the three orthogonal axes of the standard basis, K 1 , K 2 , K 3 are the infinitesimal generators of the subgroup of velocity translations along those axes and J 1 , J 2 , J 3 are the infinitesimal generators of the subgroup of rotations around those axes. The Lie brackets are
and
The enveloping algebra E(G) of G has two independent invariants in its centre,
The projective unitary representations of G are given by unitary representations of the centrally extended Galilean group G m , m > 0, whose elements (θ, g); θ ∈ R, g ∈ G obey the group law
where
Extended Galilean groups G m for different m > 0 are isomorphic under the map (θ, g) → ( m ′ m θ, g) The Lie algebra G m is generated by H, P , K, J and a central element E whose Lie brackets with all the other 10 elements vanish. We take E = I, then the Lie brackets of the generators of G remain unchanged except for [K i , P j ] = mδ ij I. The enveloping algebra E(G m ) of G m has two invariants as well as m I,
The irreducible projective unitary representations of the Galilean group G [49] are obtained from the central extension of the covering group of G in which the rotation group SO(3, R) is replaced by its covering group SU (2, C). These representations are labeled by the mass m, internal energy U and spin s, where m > 0 and U are standard real numbers and s is a natural number or half a natural number. The representation labeled (m, U, s) acts on the Hilbert space H := L 2 (R 3 ) ⊗ C 2s+1 . The elements of H are (2s + 1)-component vectors of square integrable functions x ∈ R 3 → {ψ i ( x)}, i = −s, .., s. The corresponding space-time functions ψ i ( x, t) are defined using the generator H = 1 2m P · P + U of the time translations, ψ i ( x, t) := (exp(−ıHt/ )ψ i )( x). Then In the irreducible projective representation (m, U, s) with m > 0, the position operatorsX j , j = 1, 2, 3, are given by the multiplicative operatorsX j ψ i ( x, t) = x j ψ i ( x, t) while the momentum operatorsP j , j = 1, 2, 3, are given by the differential operatorsP j ψ i ( x, t) = −ı ∂ ∂xj ψ i ( x, t). The operatorsX 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 are unitarily equivalent to each other, therefore it suffices to examine the quantum real number values of one of them. For simplicity we will writeX forX 1 ,Ŷ forX 2 andẐ forX 3 .
The qr-number values of the z-coordinate of the particle are given by the sections {z Q (U )} where U can be any open subset of state space E S . If U α = N (ρ α ,Ẑ, ǫ), where T rρ αẐ = α and N (ρ α ,Ẑ, ǫ) = {ρ : |T rρẐ − T rρ αẐ | < ǫ}, then the qr-number {z Q (U α )} is approximately equal to the standard real number α if the standard number ǫ is small. On the other hand U need not be connected, for example if U = U β ∪ U α , a union of open sets similar to U α , then Z Q (U ) could be approximately equal to α on U α but approximately equal to β on U β . It is easy to construct examples of qr-numbers z Q (U ) that do not satisfy trichotomy, for example, take U = U α , as above, with α = 0 then z Q (U ) > 0 ∨ z Q (U ) = 0 ∨ z Q (U ) < 0 does not hold no matter how U is shrunk by making ǫ smaller. This occurs because {ρ : T rρẐ = 0} has empty interior [36] . Therefore the order < on the quantum real numbers values {z Q (U ); U ∈ O(E S )} is not total.
I. APPENDIX: SOME MATHEMATICAL TERMS
A. Functional Analysis
Linear Operators on a Hilbert space H.
A good introduction is Volume I of Methods of Modern Mathematical Physics by M. Reed and B. Simon [52] . Throughout this paper, we assume that each Hilbert space H is separable. A linear operator on a Hilbert space H is a linear map from its domain D, a linear subspace of H, into H. We assume that D is dense in H. We write D(A) for the domain of the operatorÂ.
An operatorB is bounded if for all u ∈ D, there is a constant C > 0 such that B u ≤ C u . Bounded operators are continuous. A bounded operatorB can be extended from its dense domain D to a bounded operator defined on all of H with the same bound C. An unbounded linear operatorÂ cannot be continuous at any u ∈ D.
The graph Γ(Â) of a linear operator is the subset of H × H given by {(u,Âu); u ∈ D(Â)}. A linear operatorÂ is closed iff its graph is a closed subset of H × H, i.e., if u n → u andÂu n → v thenÂu = v.
An operatorÂ has an extensionÂ
An operatorÂ is closable if it has a closed extension. The smallest closed extension of a closable operatorÂ is called its closure, denotedÂ. LetÂ be a densely defined linear operator on H, its adjointÂ * is a linear operator with domain D(Â * ) the set of u ∈ H for which ∃ w ∈ H with 
A symmetric operatorÂ with a dense domain is self-adjoint iffÂ * =Â, that is, iffÂ is symmetric and
A symmetric operatorÂ with a dense domain is essentially self-adjoint iff its closureÂ is self-adjoint, that is if A * =Â. IfÂ is essentially self-adjoint it has a unique self-adjoint extension. The numerical range Θ(Â) of the operatorÂ is the set of all complex numbers Â u, u where u ranges over all u ∈ D(Â) with u = 1, see §3.2 in [25] . Θ(Â) is a convex set and ifÂ is densely defined and symmetric then it is a subset of R.
Trace class operators
LetÂ ∈ B(H) be positive,Â ≥ 0, so that it is self-adjoint and let {e n } ∞ n=1 be an orthonormal basis of H then the trace ofÂ is the number T rÂ = ∞ n=1 e n ,Âe n . The trace ofÂ is independent of the orthonormal basis chosen, that is, T rÂ = T r(Û * ÂÛ ) for any unitary operatorÛ .
Definition 28. An operatorÂ ∈ B(H) is called trace class iff T r|Â| < ∞ where |Â| = (Â * Â ).
An alternative definition uses Hilbert-Schmidt operators; ifB ∈ B(H) with {e n } ∞ n=1 an orthonormal basis, then
is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm ofB. ||B|| 2 is independent of the o.n.basis. 
Definition 29.B is a Hilbert-Schmidt (H-S) operator iff ||B||
Theorem 6.Â ∈ B(H) is a trace class operator if it can be represented as a product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
The set of all trace class operators on H is denoted T 1 (H). EachT ∈ T 1 (H) has a canonical representation aŝ T = t n ξ n ⊗ η n , where {t n } ⊂ C, |t n | < ∞ and {ξ n } n∈N ′ and {η n } n∈N ′ are orthonormal sets of vectors in H with N ′ = {n ∈ N; t n = 0}. The trace norm ofT is ν(T ) = |t n |. The trace class operatorT = t n ξ n ⊗ η n sends the vector ψ ∈ H to t n ψ, η n ξ n , therefore we will sometimes writeT = t n , η n ξ n . WhenT is self-adjoint,T =T * , then t n ∈ R and ξ n = η n for all n ∈ N ′ , in addition, we will take ξ n = η n = 0, the zero vector, for all n ∈ N \ N ′ in the canonical representation of a self-adjoint trace class operator. That is, T = t n ξ n ⊗ ξ n orT = t n , ξ n ξ n = t nPn whereP n is the orthogonal projection operator onto the onedimensional subspace spanned by the unit vector ξ n
* -algebras
An involution on a vector space V over C is a map of V into itself given by v → v + for all v ∈ V that satisfies; (Vi) (αv + βu) + = αv + + βu + , and (Vii) (v + ) + = v, for all v, u ∈ V and all α, β ∈ C. An algebra is a vector space A in which the map µ : A × A → A given by by µ(a, b) = ab and called the product of a and b satisfies; (Mi) a(bc) = (ab)c, (Mii) (a + b)c = ac + bc and a(b + c) = ab + ac, (Miii) α(ab) = (αa)b = a(αb), for all a, b, c ∈ A and all α ∈ C. The element I ∈ A that satisfies Ia = aI = a for all a ∈ A is called the identity or unit element of A.
A * -algebra is an algebra A with an involution a → a + that satisfies (ab) + = b + a + for all a, b ∈ A as well as (Vi) and (Vii)
Locally convex spaces
Let E be a vector space over C (or R) and let R 0 = [0, ∞). A subset X ⊂ E is called convex iff x, y ∈ X implies λx + (1 − λ)y ∈ X for all 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. For any Y ⊂ E, the convex hull of Y is c(Y ) = ∩X; Y ⊂ X and X is convex.
A topological vector space, TVS, is a vector space E with a topology such that both addition and scalar multiplication are continuous, i.e., the maps σ : E × E → E ; (x, y) → x + y and µ : C × E → E ; (λ, x) → λx are continuous. E.g. any Banach space is a TVS and there are many TVS which are not Banach spaces.
A locally convex space is a TVS that has a base of convex neighbourhoods of zero. We will be interested in TVS whose topology is generated by a family of semi-norms. A semi-norm on E is a map p : E → R 0 that satisfies for x, y ∈ E and α ∈ C (orR): (i)p(x + y) ≤ p(x) + p(y) and (ii) p(αx) = |α|p(x). If, in addition, p(x) = 0 implies x = 0, p is a norm.
A non-empty family of semi-norms {p α } α∈J separates points if p α (x) = 0 for all α ∈ J implies x = 0. We are interested in the topology on E which is the weakest in which all the functions p α are continuous and in which the operation of addition is continuous. This is the topology generated by the family of semi-norms {p α } α∈J . It is Hausdorff if the family separates points. We will only use families that separate points. A neighbourhood base at 0 for this topology is given by the sets {N α1,.....,αn ;ǫ |α j ∈ J, j = 1, ..., n < ∞, ǫ > 0} where
The sets {N α1,.....,αn ;ǫ } are convex, therefore E is a locally convex space with the topology generated by the this family of semi-norms. Two families of semi-norms are equivalent if they generate the same topology, which occurs when each map in one family is continuous in the topology generated by the other family and vice versa.
A family of semi-norms {p α } α∈J on a vector space E is directed iff ∀α, β ∈ J, ∃ γ ∈ J and a real number K > 0 such that, for all x ∈ E,
If {p α } α∈J is a directed family of semi-norms then {N α ;ǫ |α ∈ J, ǫ > 0} is a neighbourhood base at 0. We can always construct a directed family from a given a family of semi-norms {p α } α∈A . Let B be the set of all finite subsets of A, then if F ∈ B, let d F = α∈F p α . The family {d F } F ∈B is directed and equivalent to the family {p α } α∈A .
Theorem 7.
[52] Let X and Y be locally convex spaces with families of semi-norms {p α } α∈A and {d β } β∈B . Then a linear map L : X → Y is continuous iff ∀β ∈ B, ∃α j ∈ A, j = 1, ...., n and a constant K > 0 so
If the {p α } α∈A are directed, L is continuous iff ∀β ∈ B, ∃α ∈ A and a constant K > 0 with
If τ is a topology on E, write E(τ ) for the corresponding topological space. A locally convex space E(τ ) is metrizable if its topology τ is generated by a metric. Thence E(τ ) is metrizable iff the topology τ is generated a countable family of semi-norms which separates points iff 0 has a countable neighbourhood base. If {p k } k∈N separates points and generates the topology τ then the function d(x, y) defined on E × E by
is a metric on E and also generates the topology τ on E.
A net {x α } in a locally convex space E(τ ) converges to x ∈ E iff p γ (x α − x) → 0 for each γ ∈ A.
A net {x α } in a locally convex space is Cauchy iff ∀ǫ > 0 and for each semi-norm p γ there is a α 0 such that
A Frechet space is a complete metrizable locally convex space.
Lie groups, Lie algebras and enveloping Lie algebras.
A Lie group is a C ∞ manifold G with a smooth map µ : G × G → G which gives G the structure of a group. Let G denote a real Lie group. We will only consider matrix groups. The Lie algebra of G is denoted G, it is the tangent space to the manifold G at the identity e ∈ G. Multiplication in the Lie algebra G is given for any elements x, y ∈ G by the Lie bracket, [x, y] = xy − yx, where the multiplication on the right is matrix multiplication. If x, y ∈ G, then ad x(y) = [x, y].
The universal enveloping algebra of G is E(G), the quotient algebra of the tensor algebra over G C by the two-sided ideal generated by the elements x⊗y −y ⊗x−[x, y], where x, y ∈ G. When E(G) has been equipped with the involution x → x + = −x it becomes a * -algebra with unit. Let {x 1 , x 2 , ...., x d } be a basis for G. For a multi-index n = (n 1 , n 2 , ...., n d ) ∈ N 
n for any integer n ∈ N(Schmüdgen §10.2. [43] ).
Unitary representations
A unitary representationÛ of G on the Hilbert space H is a homomorphism g →Û(g) of G into the group of unitary operators on H withÛ(e) =Î such that the map g →Û (g)φ of G into H is continuous for each φ ∈ H.
Given a unitary representation
It is a dense linear subspace of H which is invariant underÛ (g), g ∈ G.
The Garding domain D G (U ) of H for U is the linear span of the vectors U f φ where f ∈ C ∞ 0 (G) and
. When D is a dense subspace of a Hilbert space H, a * -representation of the Lie algebra G on is a homomorphism π of G into the linear operators from D to itself, π(αx + βy) = απ(x) + βπ(y) and π([x, y]) = π(x)π(y) − π(y)π(x) for x, y ∈ G and α, β ∈ R. The operator π(x) is skew-symmetric for each x ∈ G. ∀x ∈ G define the operator dU (x) with domain D ∞ (U ) by
is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group t ∈ R → U (exp tx) on H. Then Stone's Theorem [52] states that ı∂U (x) is self-adjoint on the domain consisting of all φ ∈ H for which the strong operator limit lim t→0 t −1 (U (exp tx) − I)φ exists. Clearly
The operators dU (x), for x ∈ E(G), determine the graph topology τ dU of the infinitesimal representation of E(G) Note that D ∞ (U ) is a Frechet space with the graph topology τ dU . (a) ) and the graph topology τ dU on D ∞ (U ) is generated by the directed family of semi-norms · dU(a) n , n ∈ N 0 .
Theorem 8. [43] Schmüdgen, Corollary 10.2.4. Let a be an elliptic element of
E(G), then D ∞ (U ) = D ∞ (dUTheorem 9. [43] Schmüdgen, Corollary 10.2.12. Let {x 1 , x 2 , ...., x d } be a basis for G then D ∞ (U ) = d k=1 D ∞ (dU (x k )).
Analytic and semi-analytic vectors
Let E be a vector space with a semi-norm · andÂ be a linear operator from
is the set of all analytic vectors forÂ and D sω (Â) is the set of all semi-analytic vectors forÂ, they are linear subspaces of
If t > 0 and φ ∈ D ∞ (Â) define
and vector forÂ iff ∃t > 0 such the power series for eÂ t (φ) [sÂ t (φ)] converges. We now consider families of operators. Let X be a set of linear maps of E into itself. Then φ ∈ E is an analytic vector for X if ∃M = M (φ) ∈ R such that X 1 ....,X N φ ≤ M n n! for arbitrary elementsX 1 , ....,X n ∈ X and for all n ∈ N 0 . D ω (X ) ⊂ E is the set of analytic vectors for X . For n ∈ N let
then define D ω t (X ) = {φ ∈ E : e X t (φ) < ∞}. It is a linear subspace of E with the semi-norm e X t (·). φ ∈ E is an analytic vector for the family X iff ∃M = M (φ) ∈ R such that ν X n (φ) ≤ M n n! for all n ∈ N 0 or equivalently if ∃t > 0 such that the series for ν
, that is, if every analytic vector for the operatorÂ is an analytic vector for the family X .
* -representations of enveloping algebras
Let π be a representation of the enveloping algebra E(G) and {x 1 , ...., x d } be a basis of its Lie algebra G. Any φ ∈ D(π) is an analytic vector for π if it an analytic vector for the family of operators X = {π(x 1 ), ...., pi(x d )} in L(D(π)) relative the Hilbert space norm of H(π).
The set of analytic vectors for π is D ω (π) and φ ∈ D ω (π) iff ∃M such that π(x k1 )....π(x kn ) φ ≤ M n n! for arbitrary indices k j chosen from {1, 2, ...., d} and for all n ∈ N.
j is the Nelson Laplacian relative to the given basis of G, then every analytic vector for the operator π(I − ∆) is an analytic vector for π.
In particular, for each x ∈ E 2 (G) there exists a number λ x > 0, independent of π such that π(x) φ ≤ λ x π(I−∆) φ for all φ ∈ D(π).
And there exists a positive number α such that for elements x j ∈ {x 1 , ...., x d } in the basis of G and any φ ∈ D(π),
B. Topos theory A spatial topos, Shv(X), is the category of sheaves on a topological space X: its objects are sheaves over X and its arrows are sheaf morphisms. That is, an arrow is a continuous function that maps a sheaf F to a sheaf F ′ in such a way that it sends fibres in F to fibres in F ′ , equivalently, it sends sections of F over U to sections of F ′ over U , where U is an open subset of X.
A sheaf is a triplet {F, X, p}, where F , the sheaf, and X, the base, are topological spaces and p, the projection, is a continuous map from F onto X. For each x ∈ X the inverse image p −1 x is called the fibre of F over x. Sheaves on X give a way of describing classes of functions on X through their local properties. If a property holds on the sheaf F then it holds on all the subsheaves F (U ) = F | U , where U is any open subset of X. Also if a property holds on each F (U α ), where {U α } is an open cover of U , then it holds on F (U ).
Consider the sheaf C = C(E S (M)) of real-valued continuous functions on E S (M). A section of the sheaf C over the open subset U of E S (M) is a continuous function s from U to C satisfing the condition that, for all ρ in U , the projection of s(ρ) onto E S is ρ. The sheaf construction allows a section f defined on the open set U to be restricted to sections f | V on open subsets V ⊂ U and, conversely, the section f on U can be recovered by collating the sections f | V ′ where V ′ belongs to an open cover of U . Existence is local existence: ∃s,a section on W , with a certain property iff there is an open cover {W i } of W such that for each i the section s| Wi has the property.
In any topos there is an object, the subobject classifier Ω, of the truth values in the topos. In Shv(X) it is the sheaf ΩU = {W |W ⊂ U, W ∈ O(X)}, taking any open set to the set of all its open subsets. The logic of Shv(X) is intuitionistic and only is Boolean when X is the one point set or when the topology on X is {∅, X}.
Real Numbers in a Topos
In a topos with a natural numbers object N, the object of integers Z and the object of rational numbers Q can be constructed using the sub-object N + of positive integers. Q inherits an order relation from Z and satisfies the trichotomy condition that for every pair, p, q, of rational numbers we have p < q ∨ p = q ∨ p > q. Q is a field. In such a topos, an object of Dedekind real numbers can be constructed using cuts in Q. For details of the construction see [30] or [48] .
A topos Shv(X) of sheaves on a topological space X has a natural numbers object N so that it has a Dedekind real numbers object R D (X) with the following characteristics, proven in [34] :
1. It contains both the integers Z and the rational numbers Q. Its real numbers exist to variable extents given by open subsets of X.
2. It has orders < and ≤ compatible with those on the rationals Q, but the order < is partial rather than total because the trichotomy condition is not satisfied and ≤ is not equivalent to the disjunction of < and =.
3. It is a type of field; closed under the commutative, associative, distributive binary operations + and ×, has 0 = 1 and if a number b is not invertible then it is zero, b = 0.
4.It has a distance function | · | which defines a metric with respect to which the real numbers form a complete metric space, with the rational numbers Q dense in it. A number b is said to be apart from 0 iff |b| > 0. The real numbers form an apartness field, i.e., ∀b, |b| > 0 iff b is invertible.
These conditions are sufficient to develop a calculus of functions. The standard real number continuum is an example of Dedekind reals R D (X) in which X is the one point space or if the non-empty setX is equipped with the indiscrete topology {∅, X}.
Topos theory permits us to vary the mathematical framework for the continuum and hence enlarge the interpretation in much the same way as Riemann enlarged the mathematical framework of metric geometry to include metrics different from the Euclidean in order to gain a richer interpretation.
Sheaf real numbers
The sheaf R D (X) of real numbers on the topological space X is a family of copies of the field of standard real numbers R x parametrized by the points x ∈ X in a continuous way. For any open set W ⊆ X, the disjoint union x∈W R x is a space R D (W ) whose topology is such that the projection of R D (W ) into X, which sends R x to the point x ∈ W , is continuous andétale in that the topology on R D (W ) is horizontal to match the topology on X while the field structure is vertical along the fibre R x .
A section s of R D (X) over W is a function that selects for each x ∈ W a standard real number s(x) ∈ R x in a continuous way, so that, given an open V ⊂ W , each section over W restricts to a section s over V . Conversely the section s over W can be recovered by collating the restrictions of s to each W j in an open cover of W = ∪ j W j . Sections s over W and t over V collate to give a section s ∪ t over W ∪ V provided that s = t on the overlap W ∩ V .
The sheaf R D (X) can be described wholly in terms of the collection of all sections s defined over open subsets U of X, together with the operations of restriction and collation. The proof that every sheaf is a sheaf of cross-sections of a bundle depends upon the concept of a germ of a function. Two continuous functions f and g have the same germ at a point x 0 if ∃U an open neighbourhood of x 0 such that f (x) = g(x), ∀x ∈ U . This defines an equivalence relation, the equivalence class of the function f is called, germ x0 f , the germ of f at x 0 . If, given an open set U , germ x f = germ x g for all x ∈ U , then, by collation, f | U = g| U . If {U α } is a set of nested neighbourhoods of x 0 then for all f the limit of f | Uα is f (x 0 ) ∈ R x0 the stalk of the bundle of sections because if germ x0 f = germ x0 g then f (x 0 ) = g(x 0 ).
Categorical description
If X is a topological space then O(X) op is a category whose objects are open subsets of X and whose arrows are restriction maps f : V → U if U ⊂ V are open subsets of X. Sets denotes the category whose objects are small sets and arrows all functions between them. Small sets are subsets of a fixed universe U [29] . A functor F from O(X) op to Sets is an operation which assigns to each object U of O(X)
op an object F (U ) of Sets and to each arrow f of O(X) op an arrow F (f ) of Sets in such a way that F respects the domains and the co-domains as well as the identities and compositions. Now we can define a sheaf of sets F on a topological space X is a functor
, where for t ∈ F U, e(t) = {t| Ui |i ∈ I} and for a family t i ∈ F U i , p(t i ) = {t i | (Ui∩Uj ) } and q(t i ) = {t j | (Ui∩Uj ) } [30] . Then for any point x ∈ X with U and V two open neighbourhoods of x and two elements s ∈ F U and t ∈ F V , s and t have the same germ at x if there is an open set W ⊂ U ∩ V with x ∈ W and s| W = t| W . This defines an equivalence relation, the equivalence class of s is called, germ x s, the germ of s at x.
Let F x be the set of all germs of F at x ∈ X, this is usually called the stalk of p at x. F x = lim x∈U F U is the colimit of the functor F restricted to open neighbourhoods U of x [30] . The disjoint union of the F x over all points x ∈ X is u F = x F x . Define p : u F → X as the function that sends each germ, germ x s, to the point x.
Then each s ∈ F U determines a functionṡ byṡ : U → u P withṡ(x) = germ x s, ∀x ∈ U .ṡ is a section of ( u F , X, p). Topologise the set u F by taking the basic open sets to be the image setsṡ(U ) ⊂ u F , then each functionṡ and p are continuous. Eachṡ is an open map and an injection, henceṡ : U →ṡ(U ) is a homeomorphism. The bundle p : u F → X is a local homeomorphism because each point of u F has an open neighbourhood that is mapped by p homeomorphically onto an open subset of X.
A bundle p : Y → X is etale when p is a local homeomorphism, i.e., to each y ∈ Y, ∃V ∈ O(Y ) with y ∈ V , such that p(V ) ∈ O(X) and p| V is a homeomorphism V → p(V ). If p : Y → X is etale then so is the pullback Y U → U .
The Dedekind real numbers RD(X)
In Shv(X), the Dedekind real numbers object R D (X) ≡ C(X), so that a section f | U of a continuous function f over an open set U is a variable real number defined to extent U . This is proved by taking the topos as the "universe of sets", then defining Dedekind real numbers using cuts in the rational numbers as follows: a real number x| U = (x − , x + ) where x − and x + are non-empty subsets of Q(U ). We write q, q ′ , .. for constant functions on U that take the value q, q ′ , ... Then the subsets x − and
If f | U is constant then it is a standard real number defined to extent U . 0| U is the zero, 1| U the unit defined on U . R D (U ) has integers Z(U ), rationals Q(U ) and Cauchy reals R C (U ) as subsheaves of locally constant functions [34] . A function is locally constant if it is constant on each connected open subset of its domain. A continuous function f defined on any subset V ⊂ X determines a Dedekind real number defined to extent int{V }, the interior of V , the largest open subset of V .
The propositions in a spatial topos are true to extents given by open subsets of the base space X. If P is true to extent W ∈ O(X) and Q is true to extent V ∈ O(X) then the proposition P ∨ Q is valid if W ∪ V = X and the extent of P ⇒ Q is the largest open set U such that U ∩ W ⊂ V because P ⇒ Q is true iff whenever P is true on an open set U , Q is also true on U 
If we wish to do analysis with these numbers we have to consider the possibility of forming infinite sums then in order to ensure that the result when it exists is a Dedekind real number we must take its domain to be the interior of the intersection of the domains of the summands.
For any open set U ⊂ X the usual orders on the rational numbers Q(U ) can be extended to R D (U ), even though trichotomy does not necessarily hold.
In the following definitions U is a non-empty open subset of X. With the order ≤ as defined above, x ≤ y is not the same as (x < y) ∨ (x = y). However (x ≤ y) is equivalent to ¬(y < x) [34] , as the second proposition is true if y < x is not true on any open subset.
Open and closed intervals of R D (U ) are given by
The open intervals can be used to construct an interval topology T on R D (U ) analogously to the interval topology on R that is generated from the open intervals by finite intersection and arbitrary union. Then Q(U ) is dense in R D (U ) with respect to the topology T [34] .
The maximum function, max, is defined using the order ≤ by the conditions: (i) x ≤ max(x, y) and y ≤ max(x, y), and (ii) if z ≤ x and z ≤ y then z ≤ max(x, y) [34] .
A norm is defined on R D (U ) using the norm function | | : R D (U ) → R D (U ) that is defined by |x| = max(x, −x). The norm, denoted | |, satisfies the usual conditions: (1) non-negativity, (2) only 0 has norm zero and (3) the triangle inequality holds [34] .
There is an apartness relation on R D (U ), a is apart from b, a >< b
Topologically, (R D (U ), T ) is a metric space with metric d(x, y) = |x − y|. It is both complete and separable [34] . Algebraically, R D (U ) is a residue field, [48] , in the sense that for all a in
, if a is apart from 0 then it is invertible [34] .
Dedekind reals generated by a single function
Let h be a continuous function, h : X → R, then define a sub-functor F h from O(X) op to Sets by having F h send (i) each open set U to the continuous function h| U : U → R, which is a one-element subset of C(U ), and (ii) each restriction map f : U → V for V ⊂ U to F h (f ) that restricts h| U to h| V ; V → R. Now by Proposition 1 on page 67 of [30] this means that F h is a sub-sheaf of F because for every open U and every element g ∈ F (U ) on every open covering U = ∪ j U j we have that g ∈ F h (U ) iff g| Uj ∈ F h (U j ) for all j. Therefore we can consider the Dedekind real numbers R D h (X) generated by a single continuous function h : X → R.
The order relations defined on R D (X), via the usual orders on Q(X), can be restricted to R D h (X). If h is not a constant function and V, W are disjoint open subsets of X, then h| V < h| W means that for each v ∈ V and each w ∈ W , h(v) < h(w) and h| V ≤ h| W means that for each v ∈ V and each w ∈ W , h(v) ≤ h(w). The norm is defined on R D h (X) by restriction making it a metric space with the metric d(h| V , h| W ) = |h| V − h| W | for open sets V and W .
Proofs, modeled on those in [34] that use the properties of Dedekind cuts in Q(X), hold when restricted to R D h (X), therefore we have the following
Proposition 33. When the interval topology T is restricted to
Whether R D h (X) is complete as a metric space will depend upon the function h. We will return to this question when we discuss quantum real numbers.
The extended Dedekind real numbers
An alternative way to add and multiply Dedekind real numbers that are defined on different open subsets is to extend each Dedekind real number to be defined on the whole of X using sheaves on X that are prolongations by zero of sheaves defined on non-empty subsets A of X. We define the extended Dedekind real numbers R D 0 (X).
Definition 36. Let U be an open subset of X then the sheaf C(U ) is composed of germs of continuous functions from
X to R restricted to U . C(U ) is uniquely [40] extended to a sheaf, C 0 (U ), over X by prolongation by zero. C 0 (U ) is the sheaf of extended Dedekind real numbers on X with support U .
In Shv(X), the sheaf C 0 (U ), for U a non-empty open subset of X, has a section f 0 | U over U given by the continuous function f over the set U and the constant function 0 over X \ U .
Infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers
One way of making a continuum flow uses infinitesimal real numbers that are not Dedekind real numbers and do not correspond to points but give the difference between neighbouring points. [3] Two points X and Y are neighbours if they are not identical but their coordinated real numbers x and y do not satisfy x > y ∨ x < y to any extent. The difference (x − y) between neighbouring numbers is an order theoretical infinitesimal number because there is no open set on which x > y ∨ x < y is true. If the real numbers satisfied trichotomy then the difference between neighbouring real numbers must be zero but our Dedekind real numbers do not satisfy trichotomy.
A promising approach to the construction of infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers comes from the construction of sheaves on X by prolongation of sheaves defined on subsets A whose interiors are empty. The definition follows.
Definition 37. Let A be a subset of X with empty interior, e.g. A = {x} contains a single element, then the sheaf C(A) is composed of germs of continuous functions from X to R restricted to A. C(A) is uniquely [40] extended to a sheaf, C 0 (A), over X by prolongation by zero. C 0 (A) is the sheaf of infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers on X with support A, when A is a subset of X with empty interior.
In Shv(X), the sheaf C 0 (A), for A a non-empty subset of X, has a section f 0 | U over the open set U given by the continuous function f over the set (U ∩ A) and the constant function 0 over U − (U ∩ A). When A has an empty interior, there is no open subset V ⊂ U on which the absolute value of f 0 | V is positive, therefore f 0 | U is an infinitesimal Dedekind real number because it is an order theoretical infinitesimal.
We will restrict our attention to topological spaces X in which each singleton set {x} is closed. If f is a continuous function on such a topological space X, then the sections f 0 | U and f 0 | U ′ represent neighbouring points when U ′ = U − {x} = U ∩ {x} ′ for some x ∈ U . The sheaf of extended Dedekind real numbers C 0 (X † ) is described by the collection of all sections both of sheaves C 0 ({x}) for points x ∈ X and sheaves C 0 (U ) over open subsets U of X. All sections in C 0 ({x}) and C 0 (U ) are constructed from restrictions of continuous functions defined on X, therefore the sum f 0 + g 0 of the sections f 0 and g 0 such that the sum of two Dedekind real numbers is a Dedekind real number, the sum of infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers is an infinitesimal Dedekind real number and the sum of a Dedekind real number and an infinitesimal Dedekind real number is an extended Dedekind real number. The product of (prolonged) Dedekind real numbers is clearly a Dedekind real number. The product of the sections f 0 ∈ C 0 (U ) and g 0 ∈ C 0 ({x}) is defined to only be non-zero on (U ∩ {x}). Therefore, if x ∈ U , the product of the Dedekind and infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers is an infinitesimal Dedekind real number. That is, the infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers form an ideal for the ring of extended Dedekind real numbers.
Thus each infinitesimal Dedekind real number of the form g 0 ∈ C 0 ({x}) is an intuitionistic nilsquare infinitesimal [3] since its product with itself is only non-zero at {x} which as a set has empty interior, therefore it is not the case that it is not a nilsquare infinitesimal.
Another way to see this result is to take a family of open neighbourhoods N (x 0 , ǫ) of a point x 0 ∈ X, labelled by a standard real number ǫ, such that in the limit as ǫ goes to zero we don't get an open set but get the singleton {x 0 }. If we enlarge the field of Dedekind real numbers to include continuous functions restricted to arbitrary intersections of open sets then we get infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers.
Infinitesimal analysis
The existence of the infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers permits a development of differential geometry by synthetic reasoning. [27] , [32] , [3] There are two classes of functions that we must distinguish: in the first, sections of the sheaf C(W ) for the fixed open set W are mapped to sections of the sheaf C(W ) for the same open set W , in the second sections of the sheaf C(W ) may be mapped to sections of the sheaf C(U ) for U = W . The first occurs in physical theories in situations when all the physical quantities take numerical values to a fixed extent and the function converts one quantity into another, in the second the same physical quantity takes numerical values to different extents, the function changes the extents. In quantum theory the first corresponds to the Heisenberg picture, the second to the Schrödinger picture.
If G is a continuous function: R D (W ) → R D (W ) then the derivative of G at the point whose Dedekind real number coordinate is the continuous real-valued function f | W , for W ∈ O(X), is determined by the infinitesimal Dedekind real numbers g| x0 , where g is any continuous real-valued function on X, because the following holds intuitionistically
for any point x 0 ∈ X. If x 0 ∈ W then the second term is g| x0 · G ′ (f | x0 ), but if x 0 / ∈ W then the second term vanishes. In smooth infinitesimal analysis [3] there are sufficiently many infinitesimals to ensure that the derivative of the function G exists independently of the infinitesimal used in the above equations. This is achieved because the equation holds for any real-valued continuous function g : X → R. We have the cancellation law. Given x 0 ∈ X and a real-valued continuous function f : X → R,
That is, for Dedekind real numbers R D (X) ≡ C(X), the set of infinitesimals at the point x 0 ∈ W ⊂ X are labelled by the set of real-valued continuous function g : X → R. If we think of the graph of the continuous function y = G(x), when y and x = f | W are Dedekind real numbers defined on the open set W , i.e., sections of C(W ), then the bit of the graph above the infinitesimal interval between f | W and f | W + g| x0 is straight and coincides with a line tangent to the graph at the point f | W . Firstly we move along the stalk over x 0 by varying the function g, this determines the value G ′ (f | x0 ) by the cancellation law, then we move over the open set W by varying the point x 0 ∈ W to get the number G ′ (f | W ). For simple functions G, like polynomials, the derivative G ′ can be easily calculated with the limit definition for the real numbers R D (W ), the result will be the same as we get using infinitesimals. The derivative of the function G at f | W is G ′ (f | W ). If G is a continuous function: R D (X) → R D (X), that can send a number defined to extent W to a number defined to extent U = W , then the derivative of G at the point given by the continuous real-valued function f | W for W ∈ O(X) is given by 
